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- Brown Center for Students of Color (CSOC)
- Center for Racial Justice (CRJ)
- Center for Racial Solidarity & Empowerment (CRSE)
- Center for Reconstitution
- Center for Scholarship and Activism (CSA)
- Center for Social Inclusion (CSI)
- Center for Social Justice (CSJ)
- (Grace Lee Boggs) Center for Solidarity and Social Justice (CSSJ)
- Center for Vocalizing and Mobilizing Truth (CVMT)
- Center of Learning, Organizing & Resistance (COLOR)
- Center to Realize the Agency, Coalition/Community, and Equity of People of Color (RACE)
- Colorful Organizing of Revolutionizing Experiences (The CORE)
- Community Center for Solidarity and Social Change (CCSSC)
- Community Center for Students of Color and Social Change (CCSCSC)
- One World Center (OSC)
- Our Center, Our Way (OCOW)
- People Of Color Center (POCC)
- People of Color United for Social Justice (PCUSJ)
- Race Across Difference In Coalition, Agency and Liberation (RADICAL)
- Reaching for Agency, Coalition/Community, and Equity for People/Student of Color Center (RACE)
- The Center for Minority Coalition (CMC)
- The Center for Student Solidarity & Resistance (CSSR)
- The Center for Students of Color at Brown with reference to Native language of Narragansett (e.g., Wetuómuck = At home, we = keenouwin, we = neenouwin, Paúsuck = one [unique identification--a singular entity], cummínakesemun = we are strong, wau(t) = understand, believe, know)
- The Center Our Way (COW)
- The Collaborative World Center (CWC)
- The Heart of Understanding Social Experience/Equity/Empowerment (HOUSE)
- The Third Way Center for Social Justice (TWCSJ)
- The TRUTH Center for Healing through Resistance and Social Justice (TCHRSJ)
- The United World Center (UWC)
- The World Center (TWC)
- The (Ruth Simmons) Center for Scholarship and Social Activism (CSSA)
- The Third Way Center for Scholarship and Social Justice (TWCSSJ)
- Third Way Center (TWC)
- Third Way Coalition (TWC)